PREPRESS UPDATE

Cheshire ramps up
production with seventh laser
THE addition of a seventh ALE laser engraving
machine, cylindrical grinder and the upgrade
of its Triplex Pro coating system has increased
production capacity at Cheshire Anilox
Technology’s Manchester-based facility.
The laser can produce a range of engraving
configurations from 25 to 2 000 lines/inch and allows
the company to create a wide range of bespoke
engravings to meet the high quality demands of
printers. It features a Custom Pulse to provide
graphical control and design of bespoke cell shapes.
It also features TwinTrack engraving technology,
a hardware and software interface that offers high
control over cell shape and engraving consistency.
According to MD Sonia Arcos, with TwinTrack, higher
cell volumes can be obtained with a lower depth of
engraving. This is because while the focused laser
beam is moved around the anilox cells, the laser power
is dynamically changed, thus keeping the cell bottom
flatter. This creates wide bottom cells with smoother
walls that offer greater resistance against clogging,
increased cell volume and ink transfer capacity.
Cheshire’s latest addition follows substantial
investment across its global operations. Sonia
comments: ‘Once again we are making a significant

investment to ensure we can meet the needs of
some of the world’s most prestigious printers. The
highly specified ALE fibre laser we have installed will
allow us to offer the highest quality and consistency
of engravings. We are committed to continue
strengthening and growing our business and the
addition of the latest laser allows us to address these
priorities.’
Along with the laser, the company has invested in a
cylindrical grinder, which will add more capacity and
improve the quality of the ceramic surface finish. ‘One
way in which we can control consistency in the laser
engraving machines is to give our operators the best
possible surface to engrave. This allows our engraving
machines to provide more consistent quality as well as
maintain smooth cell tops. This will improve the quality
and long-term performance of our anilox rollers,’ Sonia
adds.

Ed’s note: Cheshire Anilox Technology is
represented in sub-Saharan Africa by Rotocon.

Ultrasonic cleaning boost
ROTOCON’S Ecoline Pro Clean ultrasonic anilox
roller cleaner efficiently and quickly removes all
types of inks and dirt from any line count anilox
cells. ‘It’s equipped with a roller swivelling wheel
and constant temperature heating system, which
reduces any “hot spots” in the liquid that can
create high-intensity power levels and potentially
damage components,’ explains director Pascal
Aengenvoort. ‘Ultrasonic cleaning is a more
environmentally-friendly method as it converts
electric energy into kinetic energy, without
generating dust and sewage.’
According to Pascal, the cleaning process is simple
– after inserting the anilox roller (from 100 to 680mm

PRO CLEAN
Anilox roller cleaner

in length) into the tank, which is fitted with 16 vibrators
and filled with cleaning fluid, the operator presses the
cleaning button. Depending on the anilox cells, the
operator can choose from different sizes of customised
cleansers, and switch between single and double
frequency cleaning.
At 40kHz, single-frequency cleaning is stable,
reliable and thorough. After removing ink or stubborn
dirt with low frequency, multiple frequencies enable
highly-precise cleaning of the anilox cells.
He also points out that the Pro Clean unit is simple
to use and that its small footprint is beneficial in terms
of limited floor space in any print service provider’s
facility.

This ultrasonic anilox roller cleaner efficiently
and quickly removes all types of inks and dirt
from any line count anilox cells.
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Highlights showcased
The postponement of this year’s Labelexpo Europe to September 2023,
prevented exhibitors from sharing news about their launches and innovations,
which were prepared especially for the exhibition with visitors and the
greater labelling and narrow web industry. PPM changed its planned show
preview to this showcase platform so that exhibitors and their sub-Saharan
Africa distribution partners can share their news with existing and potential
customers across the region.

Developments from Rotocon’s principals
ROTOCON’s principals span the labelling and
narrow-web value chain from prepress and
tooling to digital, offset, flexo and hybrid printing
and finishing technologies as well as UV LED
curing, process control/inspection and measuring
equipment.
RotoControl’s portfolio of finishing machines ticks
all the boxes for label slitting, rewinding, inspection,
die-cutting, overprinting, digital and booklet printed
labels, reports MD Marco Aengenvoort.

finishing portfolio, offering the equipment throughout
Europe (in close partnership with Rotocon Europe)
and in North America through the RotoControl
Americas sales and service team at its parent
company EMT International.
EMT International’s Chameleon finishing technology
and auxiliary processing solutions for the global
inkjet market are also sold through RotoControl. ‘Its
robust offset-based design and internal tight web
management offer the highest operating speeds with

RotoControl’s
revamped demo
centre in Siek,
Germany, offers
on-site and virtual
demonstrations.

Available in basic inspection/rewinding
configurations, RotoControl machines can be fitted
with modules either at order or later in the field for
enhanced capabilities, such as integrated vision
inspection, semi-automatic turrets as well as multiple
slitting, counting and product detection methods.
‘Advanced finishing machines with full registration
control, single-pass reinspection (security applications),
in-mould label, booklet insertion, cold and hot foil and
flexo overprinting are also available,’ he explains.
In 2019, RotoControl added Rotocon’s Ecoline
brand as a complementary extension of its existing

the tightest print to process registration and web
management,’ adds Marco.
‘Towards the end of 2021, RotoControl revamped
its demonstration facility in Siek, Germany, and hosted
a two-day open house with Domino Digital Printing
Solutions, EyeC, and Phoseon, as reported in PPM’s
New Year issue,’ he comments. The demo centre
hosts ongoing on-site and virtual demonstrations of
RotoControl finishing machines, including Ecoline
slitter-rewinders with EyeC’s ProofRunner Web inline
inspection system, Quality Manager system and
Finishing Manager software.

Mastering Industry 4.0 with E+L
Erhardt+Leimer planned to present its new generation
of web guiding systems, which enable converters
to master Industry 4.0 processes, at this year’s
Labelexpo Europe under the name EL.NET.
EL.NET technology optimises production processes
based on a digital, network-enabled, IoT-capable
and web-based system architecture. ‘In an EL.NET
control system, digital components connect to form
a network, enabling simple and fast integration into
the machine control system,’ comments Alexander
Thomalla, product manager of Inspection Technology.
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According to Alexander, all devices automatically
and specifically exchange data via Ethernet for optimal
control within a production plant.
He adds that the process data is also available for
Industry 4.0 applications. ‘Users can easily access
the system and make settings using a PC or tablet.
All that is required is access via the machine or the
user’s intranet via a web browser. The technology
also offers a plug-and-play functionality should it
become necessary to replace a component,’ explains
Alexander.
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Erhardt+Leimer‘s
SMARTSCAN 200%
inspection system
offers new functions.

system; and also a UV module that combines white
light with UV illumination to make fluorescent inks and
varnishes visible. ‘This enables inspection of security
applications and design elements that would not be
visible to the human eye,’ Alexander reports.

Wink modernises Cylinder Competence Centre
Die-cutting tool manufacturer Wink has further
expanded and modernised its Cylinder Competence
Centre in Simmerath, North Rhine-Westphalia, by
increasing the workshop area
from 1 400m² to almost 3 000m² to manufacture
the magnetic or anvil cylinders and rotary dies used
in the production of labels, packaging, medical goods,
hygiene articles, and automotive
or electronic components.
Dr Volkan Ünlü, group COO, reports that Wink’s tools
are often individually manufactured pieces that require
a high degree of specialisation and coordination to meet
customers’ expectations of minimum tolerances and
maximum tool life alongside market demands of shorter
runs and product life cycles.
These trends have resulted in Wink streamlining the
production process by replacing certain production
lines, as well as spatially separating and repositioning
them to simplify and shorten the paths between
production areas. ‘We have noticeably reduced
throughput times and increased our efficiencies so
that customers benefit from shorter delivery times
and improved tools,’ explains plant and production
manager, Willi Tontsch.
Willi adds that the company has also upgraded
the centre’s logistics and machining area to include
a sophisticated storage system that ensures efficient
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SMARTSCAN is an all-round camera system for
quality assurance that, in addition to a video function
with zoom, also offers 200% print image inspection for
detecting even the smallest defects, splices, missing
labels and unremoved matrix. ‘200% inspection means
that due to double image acquisition, defects in the
material or print can be detected that aren’t visible
via conventional incident light illumination (100%
inspection).’
New functions on the SMARTSCAN include PDF
comparison to compare the camera reference image
(golden template) with the PDF print template to detect
defects in or incorrectly selected printing plates or to
check foreign languages and character sets; a code
module for reading barcodes and 2D codes; the MIS link
to connect SMARTSCAN to a production data acquisition

The view into the streamlined production hall at Wink’s Cylinder
Competence Centre in Germany, which now features simplified
and shortened paths between various manufacturing areas.

delivery and allocation of the required resources. After
the raw material has been sawn to size, the cylinders
and components are processed in state-of-the-art
turning and milling cells. For maximum precision, the
cylinders are then ground to within a few microns, and
the rotary dies are additionally sharpened.

MPS launches next generation flexo press
For 25 years, MPS has constantly improved its
presses with innovative technologies in response
to customer feedback, market demand and industry
developments.

The ergonomic
slide-out ink
drawer is now
standard on
the MPS EF
next generation
press.

Earlier this year, MPS launched the EF next
generation flexo press, which provides technology
enhancements and new features in connectivity for
even better press performance and output.
Based on the successful foundation of six previous
EF platform generations, many enhancements were
made to the next generation EF machine.
These improved features include the MPS designed
slide-out ink drawer for faster changeovers as standard
on all machines, MPS E-sleeve with quick release,
advanced job memory, M2M (mark-to-mark) register,
extended web width to 580mm, more robust rail units,
standard finger bar safety protection and ergonomic
improvements. For full servo driven automation of
all print pressure settings, the Advanced Automation
option is available.
MARCH 2022
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To help customers improve press performance
through connectivity, MPS added MPSConnect to
the EF platform.
With MPSConnect, which combines sensor
technology with the internet of things, real-time data
collection from the press is possible from hundreds of
events per second. ‘This information helps to identify
bottlenecks, errors and inefficiencies to optimise press
performance and decrease waste. Based on data
insights via MPSConnect, MPS supports customers

in defining performance goals and actions to achieve
performance improvements – and thus increase
competitive advantages, maximise profits and provide
maximum return from its printing press,’ comments
CEO Atze Bosma.
‘The MPS EF next generation press puts printers
in the profit pole position via its myriad of features
plus the collection and analysis of performance data
through MPSConnect and Performance Programs,’ he
concludes.

Creating 3D effects on shrink sleeves
The demand for products packaged with shrink
sleeves is growing, from beverages in portable bottles
to expensive spirits.
‘The 360° surface already offers great design
advantages. Now embellishment with 3D images offers a
further advantage to help products stand out on the shelf,’
explains application engineer, Berat Abazi. ‘3D images
are available as customised designs, and logos or key
visuals can be perfectly integrated into the design and
become eye-catchers thanks to the 3D effect,’ he adds.
For an efficient application of these 3D images,
Pantec launched the Cheetah N, a machine system for
applying 3D images to shrink sleeves with rotary hotfoil
technology, adapted to the special requirements of
shrink sleeves.
‘Pantec Cheetah N is the world leading web hologram
insetting and hot foil stamping system regarding
performance, inline integration possibility, operation
economics and process technology,’ he asserts.
The Cheetah N applies up to 20 images/second
at web speeds of up to 120m/minute, enabling
commercial use of this embellishing technique in
the shrink sleeve sector.

Pantec’s Cheetah N
allows 3D designs,
logos and key visuals
to be printed on
shrink sleeves.

It can be installed as an offline system together with
Pantec’s hot stamping unit or can be integrated inline
into any printing press.
‘Cheetah N’s high performance enables the costeffective application of single image foils and opens
up new embellishment possibilities,’ concludes Berat.

Nexus One UV LED curing drives quality consistency
Phoseon
Technology’s strong
focus on customer
collaboration has led
to the development
of the Nexus One aircooled curing solution
for flexographic
presses. These
curing lamps deliver
maximum power
and doses of UV
energy for a market
that demands highperformance levels.
‘LED alleviates the
pain associated with
traditional mercury
UV curing. Users of Phoseon LED curing systems
have found upgrading to LED offers advantages
greater than expected and ROI in less than two years,’
comments account manager, Amit Rothschild.
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Nexus One is equipped with Phoseon’s patented
TargetCure technology, which provides users with
stable, consistent and precise UV curing output.
TargetCure enables converters to confidently run
food and medical safe jobs using LED low migration
inks in addition to standard label and shrink-film
jobs. The consistent and stable output provides
repeatable results with each run for a high-yield
process.
‘The Nexus One also comes standard with the
industry’s first full curing system five-year warranty,’
he comments.
Features include higher profits with increased press
uptime; scrap is reduced with increased yields; aircooled solution (no chiller required); easy mounting
with common form factor; simple protective glass
window change; up to 220m/min curing speeds; and
web widths of 375, 450 and 525mm.
‘By enabling more consistent curing of challenging
colours and seamless retrofitting onto existing presses,
the Nexus One is the all-in-one UV LED curing product
for flexo,’ Amit concludes.
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Illuminating sharp
image capture
Stroboscopes are versatile instruments for the
visualisation of very fast movements, and represent
important tools for the inspection and control of
machines and manufacturing lines in the printing or
textile industries.
Rheintacho’s high-performance RT Strobe 3000 and
RT Strobe 5000 LED-stroboscopes provide powerful
light output and a homogenous illumination area for
web widths of 300mm and 500mm respectively. Their
short flash duration (<5μs), enables precise, sharply
defined image capture regardless of the speed of
movement.
The RT STROBE 3000 LED features a frequency
range of 1 to 120 000 flashes/min. The light intensity
can range from 0.7 megalux/30cm to 6 000 lux/30cm.
The RT STROBE 5000 LED has a frequency range
of 1 to 120 000 flashes/min and its light intensity for
a single flash is 1 megalux/30cm while its maximum
intensity reaches 7 500 lux/30cm.
Each stroboscope can be controlled directly by the
trigger signal of a system or by additional control units.
When using these trigger options simultaneously,
operators can easily alternate between the signal
inputs by using the switch on the reverse side of the
device.
The RT STROBE eco control is a simple,
inexpensive unit for controlling flash frequency, which
users can insert into a socket on the device’s reverse
side. The RT STROBE control is used for adjusting the
flash frequency, phase shift, delay time, and trigger
divider. A cable connects this unit to the stroboscope
and provides remote control convenience, even with
difficult-to-access devices.

Xeikon Café
FOLLOWING the postponement of Labelexpo
Europe and the success of previous editions,
Xeikon has decided to host the Xeikon Café
Conference & Exhibit at its headquarters in
Antwerp, Belgium, from April 26 to 28.
Experts from the world’s industry-leading suppliers,
representing every aspect of digitising the print
manufacturing chain, will be sharing their knowledge
and expertise on packaging and labelling innovations
and trends during the three-day event.
Delegates can also follow live digital press and
finishing equipment demonstrations in the innovation
centre, discover new printing techniques and how to
apply them to strengthen their businesses in the future.
Converters interested in registering for the event can
visit: https://xeikon.com/en/lps/registration-xeikoncafe-labels-europe-2022

Variable data printing boom
With the ongoing trend to track more products through
the supply chain boosted by significant Covid-19related online retail sales growth, Domino Digital
Printing Solutions has seen substantial investment by
label converters into adding variable data printing of
tracking codes onto labels for online retail supply chain
requirements.

The Domino K600i ink jet printer is designed to be mounted inline
on a conventional flexo press or label finishing line and can be
described as another form of embellishment.

‘In the last two years, the number of codes being
printed has almost doubled. We have witnessed a
significant increase in variable data printing, in terms of
the number of K600i printers installed, and a far higher
uptake of wider and higher speed configurations,’
comments Jim Orford, global product manager for
the K600i.
Other K600i applications include security and
anti-counterfeit mark printing, traceability codes for
pharmaceutical and tobacco products, promotional
games and loyalty schemes. ‘Variable data printing
enables label converters to develop new business and
benefit from this added value work,’ adds Jim.
The K600i printer is configured to the required press
web width it is integrated onto, ranging from 108 to
781mm with variable data print applied anywhere
across the web. It operates with either UV-curable or
aqueous inks at maximum web speeds of 200m/min.
Data files and job setup are managed by the Domino
Editor Starlight or Editor RIP PC-based controller
solutions, with data processed inline at the same time
as it is printed.
For additional security, the Editor Starlight can be
integrated with a vision system to read, verify, track
and provide a quality grade for the codes being
printed.

Proud 57-year quality track record
Since its founding in 1965, Kocher+Beck’s has
established itself as a world leader in rotary diecutting technology and as a preferred system suppler
of premium printing products in other areas of
production,’ comments John Fehrenbacher, product
manager of TecScreen.
‘All Kocher+Beck products are produced to the
quality standards you would expect from one of the
world’s leading manufacturers of high-precision cutting
tools and units for the printing and converting industry,’
he comments. The diverse product range is divided
into our three divisions: Tooling Technology, Printing
Technology and Winding Technology.’
The company supplies label printing, envelope
manufacture, sheet-fed and reel-to-reel offset
printing solutions. ‘From high-precision flexible dies,
reliable printing cylinders, hot stamping cylinders
and sophisticated measurement systems to sturdy
TecScreen screen printing meshes and innovative
splicers, Kocher+Beck delivers products that meet
the highest standards every time,’ John explains.

Kocher+Beck’s magnetic cylinders produce a magnetic force
of 9.1N/cm². If higher forces are required during the production
process, this value can be increased by a multiple of five via
special magnets.

‘As one of the few remaining family-run businesses
of this type, we pride ourselves on our customer first
approach and this ethos is reflected in all dealings with
the Kocher+Beck Group,’ he concludes.

Enhance digital offering with Screen
Screen continues to build on the success of its
Truepress Jet UV platform, which includes the
Truepress Jet L350UV SAI E and its high-end
counterpart, the Truepress Jet L350UV SAI S.
The Japanese word sai means colourful, and the
Screen SAI series was developed to help print service
providers (PSPs) produce a wider range of spot
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colours, in blue and orange inkjet modules along with
CMYK and an opaque white, to meet the challenging
demands of local and multinational brand owners.
Truepress ink is specially designed for the Truepress
Jet L350 series of UV inkjet label systems. ‘These
inks maximise the series’ already outstanding quality,
stability and compatibility with a wide range of
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